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Ichigo Kurosaki never asked for the ability to see ghosts - he was born with the gift. When his family

is attacked by a Hollow, a malevolent lost soul, Ichigo becomes a Soul Reaper, dedicating his life to

protecting the innocent and helping the tortured spirits themselves find peace. Find out why Tite

Kubo's Bleach has become an international manga smash-hit! The race to save Rukia from the Soul

Society is officially on, and Ichigo and company have come to their first roadblock, a very, very big

roadblock. JindanbÃƒÂ´, the monstrous, fez-sporting gatekeeper hasn't let a single soul enter the

Western Gate he guards in over 300 years, and he isn't about to change his mind about it just

because Ichigo's crew wants to go through either. But, in a where-the-rubber-meets-the-road kind of

way, Ichigo wasn't expecting his assault on the Soul Society to be a piece of cake either. After all,

that'd just be boring.
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Bleach is author Tite Kubo's second title. Kubo made his debut with ZombiePowder, a four-volume

series for WeeklyÃ‚Â Shonen Jump. To date, Bleach has been translated into numerous languages

and has also inspired an animated TVÃ‚Â series that began airing in Japan in 2004. Beginning its

serialization in 2001, Bleach is still a mainstay in the pages ofÃ‚Â Weekly Shonen Jump. In 2005,

Bleach was awarded the prestigious Shogakukan Manga Award in the

shonenÃ‚Â (boys)Ã‚Â category



Purchased for teen who was happy to receive! A hit with the manga-loving kid.

Came on time and it was in perfect condition happy to add this book into my amazing collection will

buy more books of the series through  now

I bought it for the Bleach nostalgia and because Uryu is my favorite character. This volume is a fun

read for anyone who enjoys Bleach.

This series is almost unequaled in its depth of characters, its storylines, and its length. A well written

almost never ending tale of action adventure love betrayal death and almost everything human. Buy

the manga, Buy the movies, Buy the dvd's. If you can find it on blu-ray pick it up and keep it forever.

Its certainly worth it.

Very good!! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 

One review for this volume was complaining about Viz's translation of it. I'm here to address the

points he made.1. Shinigami, which does mean Death God, isn't exactly a good description of what

they do. The name they're given in English, Soul Reaper, is a much better name as it fits what they

do, which is guide the souls of the dead to the afterlife.2. There is no language censorship. The

Japanese language actually has no swear words, and words also have several meanings. The

version he read was an illegally translated copy called a scanlation, in which they translate words

very, very literally and out of context. They also have a tendency to translate adjectives as swears

because it's easier. The reviewer apparently didn't know that a "company" is subdivision of a military

regiment or battalion that constitutes the lowest administrative unit that is usually under the

command of a captain and is made up of at least two platoons, which is more correct than squad.I

hope I've been of help.

I bought this for my grandson. No one told me it's suppose to be bound backwards. I thought it was

defective, who knew :)

Awesome I loved it. It was my first anime and if I sit down and read it I will finish it in 30 minutes!
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